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Interviews on Radio Cornwall to Commemorate
The 25th Anniversary of Billy’s death
(All interviews reproduced with permission of BBC
Radio Cornwall and with special thanks to
Matt Shepherd)
Interview with Matt Shepherd and Duncan Warren
(Radio Cornwall Presenter)
Matt: Good evening to you Duncan.
Duncan: Now I don’t want to appear really ancient, but I must tell everyone that
Matthew when he was at school he used to get permission after school to come
and sit in this very studio and actually watch me do the programme, which does
make me feel very, very old, I have to say.
Matt: But you were just a mere lad yourself Duncan.
Duncan: What a wonderful person you are. The reason I mention that, is because
it’s very unusual for someone of your age perhaps to be so fanatical shall we say
about the rock ‘n’ roll era.
Matt: Very, very true actually, I don’t quite know how it happened really, it must
be on my medical records somewhere. But it all started with Elvis and I think
once you’ve discovered Elvis you’re very keen then to discover some of the other
people who were around at the time. Maybe people who were influenced by Elvis
as so many acts were and it just kind of grew from that.
Duncan: Now it’s interesting you mention Elvis, we’re talking about Billy Fury
and it’s 25 years of course since his untimely death at such an early age, but he
was in effect I suppose Britain’s answer to Elvis Presley at that time, wasn’t he?
Matt: He certainly was and he himself was a big Elvis fan, even right towards the
end of his career when Billy was out on tour, he loved nothing more than doing
those great rock ‘n’ roll songs like That’s Alright Mama, you know the really early
Elvis stuff. Unfortunately, it seems that Billy’s remembered for all the powerful
ballads which were obviously fantastic, but he could really get out there and rock
with the best of them when he was live on stage.
Duncan: Live on stage I think is the essence, he would go on stage, he would take
charge of the stage, he would control the audience totally on that stage, off the
stage you wouldn’t find a shyer person if you tried.
Matt: Very, very strange, I mean basically he went on stage and he became Billy
Fury, when he came off stage he immediately went back to being Ron Wycherley
again, the very quiet unassuming, wild life loving, very very kind chap. He had a
farm in Wales and it had a swimming pool, and he turned his swimming pool
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into a duck pond. (This was actually the house on the Sussex/Surrey border – but he did
have a duck pond in Wales – Ed.) He would spend countless hours watching birds,
he was at his happiest with his binoculars, just watching birds flying around, observing them and in fact he came down to the South West, he came to Cornwall in
1967 to help out in the Torycanyon disaster, he was a star at the peek of his powers, a mega-star and he was down here helping the oil stricken birds from that disaster, that was the difference between Billy Fury and Ronald Wycherley.
Duncan: Now you say he was
a mega-star, indeed he was a
mega-star, sadly a very short
career, but it’s amazing he ever made the stage at all, because the poor man was
besieged by ill health all his
life wasn’t he.
Matt: Indeed that’s one of the
reasons he didn’t break into
America, I think they took him
over first in 1962 when he met
Elvis on the set of Girls Girls
Girls and it was a publicity
ploy then, it was actually set
up to market Billy’s 21st birthday but Larry Parnes his manager kind of told a little white
lie and made out Billy was actually a year younger than he
actually was. So when he went
over in 1962 for his 21st birthday to meet Elvis he was really
22 not 21! So there you go, a
little bit of marketing there. He
went over again in 1965 to take part in a big programme called ‘Shindig’ which
Jack Good was also involved in, and of course Jack Good brought us ‘Oh Boy’ and
many other great programmes and they did try to push him then, but by 1965 unfortunately his health did start to play havoc with his career and the only reason
that Billy stopped having lots of chart hits, was because he wasn’t able to get out
on the road and promote them. He signed to Parlophone in 1967 for a record
amount of money, you know we always hear how Robbie Williams signed to EMI
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for a record amount of money, well Billy did just that in 1967. He recorded some
incredible songs, if you ever get a chance to hear them, many are available on CD,
a vast array of great, great songs, but they never made the charts because back in
those days you had to promote the songs on TV or on the road to get a hit and unfortunately Billy’s health prevented him from doing this. (Billy did promote many of
them – Ed.)
Duncan: He was obviously so aware of his health problems, there’s actually a wonderful quote from Billy when he says: ‘If I live to be 30 I’ll be delighted.’
Matt: Yes, when he appeared on the Russell Harty show in 1982, just before he
went to sing Halfway to Paradise on that programme, Russell Harty introduced him
as someone who’s been Halfway to Paradise in his life and back again, so he stared
death in the face many times, in fact just literally two or three weeks before his
death his final partner Lisa Voice told me in one of the interviews we’ve done for
your show Duncan, he was told he’d need a third open heart operation just weeks
before he died and he said to Lisa ‘I just can’t face it.’
Duncan: I suppose there’s only so much you can take, and of course medical science wasn’t as advanced then as it is nowadays unfortunately.
Matt: Exactly, and also back in the forties when Billy was growing up, when you
had those problems, they can be dealt with these days, but back then they couldn’t
be, and many people, many stars who were affected by heart problems that came
from childhood illnesses, people like Bobby Darin as well, people who were cut off
at the peak of their powers, which is such a shame, but as you say expertise just
wasn’t as it is today.
Duncan: We should of course mention the fact that Billy Fury was not only confined to rock ‘n’ roll on stage, he was involved in films and theatre, he did a lot of
pantomimes, didn’t he in his time. (Only one occasion that we know of – Ed.)
Matt: He did, he wasn’t a big fan of doing pantomimes but it was something you
had to do as part of the career path back then. He made two great films, one especially ‘Play it Cool’ which was a great British black and white film and he did some
great songs in there. Once Upon a Dream was featured in that particular film. Then
he made a film with Amanda Barry from Coronation Street and Carry on Cleo
fame, and that was a film called ‘I’ve Gotta Horse’. That was almost semi-autobiographical really because Billy’s love of animals came out in that film and he did
songs like Stand By Me. And then I guess the one that everyone probably remembers ‘That’ll Be the Day’, that brought him back for his first come back in 1973,
when he was literally pushed into it by his then girlfriend Lisa Voice, he didn’t
want to do it, but appeared, I think his role was Stormy Tempest, he was a camp
site entertainer and he did A Thousand Stars in that particular film, he re-recorded it
again and it really boosted his career and gave him a big boost because he realised
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he wasn’t a forgotten star, he never realized how popular he was even at the end
of his life. I think even today he’d be stunned to know that this week a new CD’s
come out, a DVD is out as well, and the fact that we’re talking about him tonight
Duncan.
Duncan: I mentioned right at the intro that you’re an Elvis impersonator, you also
do Billy Fury don’t you?
Matt: I do, it’s funny it’s always difficult to say you impersonate these guys, because Billy sounded different on all the songs he did, he had such a vocal range
and that could be said of Elvis as well, so I guess the best way to sum it up is I’m a
fan who goes out and pays his own tribute to these guys as someone who’s passionate about their music and the mark that they both made on the U.K. charts.
Duncan: And as you say he recorded an absolute wealth of music, fortunately that
was done, because that’s his legacy that’s been left to us, sadly though never a
number one.

Billy sings Play it Cool – end title version
Matt: That’s a Pop Quiz Question isn’t it, name Billy Fury’s No. 1 hit – he never
had one. Jealousy got to No. 2, Halfway to Paradise only got to No. 3, but of course
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back then you had to sell so many records, you had to sell millions of records to
even break into the Top 10, so it wasn’t to say Billy wasn’t successful, because he
was, he had nineteen Top 20 entries in the 60s alone (it was only 18, the 19th was
from 1959 – Ed.), he was certainly up with the Beatles and everyone says it was the
Beatles who put Liverpool on the map well no it was actually Billy Fury who did
it a couple of years before. A little known fact is that the Beatles actually auditioned for Billy with the possibility of becoming his next backing band, well there
you go.
Duncan: And the rest is history as they say. Now I know you’re joining me
throughout the rest of this week, with interviews you’ve conducted with people
that knew Billy, that worked with Billy or were associated with Billy, so who are
we going to meet this week?
Matt: Oh, we’ve got a great array of people, Marty Wilde who’s just celebrating 50
years in show business and is still on the road himself, was very close to Billy
Fury. In fact Billy appeared on ‘This is Your Life’ when it was Marty’s turn to receive the Big Red Book. Vince Eager who I know you’ve spoken to before, very
very passionate about rock ‘n’ roll, he shared a flat with Billy, so we’ll hear his
memories of Billy Fury. Clem Cattini a drummer on countless No. 1 records and
appeared on many of Billy’s songs, because he was with the Tornados and before
they broke with Telstar their worldwide hit he was with Billy on many of his
songs, we’ll hear their memories. Chris Eley as well, he grew up in the South West
and he runs the Sound of Fury Fan Club and has written so many of the inlay
cards, you know when you buy the Greatest Hits of Billy Fury, the one that’s just
come out this week and you read all about Billy, well Chris is the guy who puts all
the information together. He’s been great in pointing me in the right direction for
people to speak to and Lisa Voice who we spoke of earlier has memories of living
with Billy, so we’ll hear more about the Billy Fury away from the stage.
Duncan: It’s strange you should mention Marty Wilde, did you say it’s 50 years
he’s celebrating now?
Matt: That’s right 50 years.
Duncan: Well I remember one oldies concert that also featured Joe Brown and it
was Marty Wilde that was topping the bill and Joe Brown sang something and
everyone laughed and he said ‘Ladies and gentlemen, there’s a gentleman behind
me he’s only just celebrated his 60th birthday and he’s coming out on this stage in
a moment to sing ‘Why must I be a Teenager in Love’, and it was Marty Wilde,
absolutely wonderful. He sang it as good as he ever did. Matt thanks ever so
much for joining us on the programme tonight, we really appreciate that, we look
forward to hearing all those interviews, thanks indeed.
Matt: Many thanks Duncan.
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Marty Wilde interview
Marty Wilde is celebrating 50 years in the business. Part of his show pays tribute
to his dear friend Billy Fury. Almost 50 years after the two met, Billy is very much
at the forefront of Marty's mind.
Matt: Marty thanks so much for your time, I want to start by asking you how you
first met Billy…
Marty: We met in Birkenhead. He came backstage to play some songs. He had approached Larry Parnes and said he had some songs for me, or anyone else who
wanted pop songs.
Matt: Legend has it that Larry pushed Billy out onto the stage that night. That's
the legend but did it really happen?
Marty: Yes that really happened. That was typical of Larry. The same thing happened to other people too. The night Billy came he had a guitar with him, so that
meant he could go out on stage. So it was Larry's way of judging the reaction of
the crowd to see if the girls loved him, which of course they did.
Matt: You were all incredibly popular with the ladies in the '50s especially after
appearing together on the TV show 'Oh Boy'. It looked like an exciting show to
do…
Marty: It
was the most
important
and probably the most
innovative
and demanding teenage
TV show
there had
ever been. It
was live, it
was vibrant
with style. A
show like
that would
Billy with Marty and we believe – Marty’s wife Joyce (Baker)
still knock
the audience dead today. The format was simple and well structured. Jack Good's
ideas and the way he handled us was very important. He was always our headmaster. We always looked up to him.
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Matt: What about the wild touring dates – how did you and Billy cope with
all the screaming girls?
Marty: (laughs) It was just a laugh. It was great fun. Billy and I loved what we
were doing which was getting out on stage and singing, and being part of early rock and roll. It was a wonderful time for teenagers. It was so very very special. We were in such a gifted position. Every guy wanted to do what we were
doing (laughs).
Matt: On your website martywilde.com you list your all time favourite songs.
One of those is Billy's I'd Never Find Another You. Why is that so special for
you?
Marty: It's such a beautiful song. The lyrics are straight to the point. The melody is lovely too. When I pay tribute to Billy in my show, I always try to put it
across, that it's really Billy saying these words. I love his version of it – beautiful.
Matt: The hits started to ease off for Billy in the mid '60s – did you guys still
work together
Marty: There were certain periods of time when I didn't see Billy, especially in
the mid '60s. Then one day I was walking in London near Piccadilly and I happened to meet Billy, and then we got together regularly. Billy spent a lot of
time with my family in Hertfordshire. In the early days we toured together
about 1960 in summer seasons. But then as time went on we were caught up
with other things. But we were big buddies again from about 1967.
Matt: You are celebrating 50 years of singing. Going back to the old days, do
you think of Billy a lot on your tour?
Marty: I get quite emotional at times when I am singing a medley of his songs.
Sometimes I feel almost like a mouth piece for Billy. He would love to have
still been here singing those songs himself. When I'm singing his songs, I feel a
very close tie to Billy.
Matt: There's a very touching moment when you were the subject of 'This is
Your Life' and Billy was a guest. You looked so pleased to see him, but worried at the same time..
Marty: When he came on, it was lovely to see him, but I put my arms around
him, and felt this was a very thin man. I felt he was very vulnerable. It was a
shock. I knew something was terribly wrong. I had a bad feeling about it. We
stayed friends, and I worried that he was doing too much, he was too thin. I
think maybe some people around him, should have eased off using him, I
don't mean in a bad way. I know he would have wanted to do the shows, but I
don't think he should have done too many shows. He should have been taking
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it easy. That 'This is Your Life' TV show, it was lovely to see him, but it was a
great great shock to me.
Matt: People like your good self, Cliff, and Vince Eager are all planning big
things for your 50th anniversary. What do you think Billy would have been doing?
Marty: I think we would have been working together. We did that a lot in the
'70s. I would love to have done that with Billy today. People in this country have
stood by myself, Cliff and Billy. I think Billy would have been wonderful on tour
today, if only he had kept his health. He was a quality act. He had an aura about
him, he was really special. When I was working with him, I watched him one
night. He was doing Sticks and Stones, the old Ray Charles song, his arms were
waving about and I was watching the effect he was having on the audience. At
that time no one in the UK could touch him. He had that special kind of magic.
Matt: Thanks for sharing your memories Marty, really lovely to talk to you.
Marty: My pleasure Matt.

Billy ‘Play’s it Cool’
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Matt interviews Vince Eager and Clem Cattini
The opening bars of Colette is playing
Matt: When Billy Fury was pushed onto the stage as a nervous teenager instantly a star was born. It all happened when Billy turned up at a Theatre hoping to sell Marty Wilde some of his songs. Marty’s manager Larry Parnes was
so impressed with Billy he persuaded the quiet Liverpudlian to go out on
stage and sing some of his songs. The rest as they say is history and at that
first meeting was rock ‘n’ roll star Vince Eager.
Vince: Billy came along, but he was a little different, because he was very, very
shy, he was painfully shy to start with he really was very humble, and such a
lovely guy. I did a chapter in my book which I’ll give a plug for ‘Vince Eager’s
Rock ‘n’ Roll Files’ where there’s a chapter on Billy and the chapters entitled
‘When Ronnie met Billy’, because his real name being Ronnie of course. To me
they really were two different people, there was Ronnie and there was Billy.
When he went on stage this shy, humble guy went out the window, this sensual dynamic entertainer took his place.
Matt: One of the many reasons for Billy’s immediate success was his pop idol
looks. If you put a picture of U.S. star Eddie Cochran together with a shot of
the young Billy Fury they do look very similar, and Vince Eager says the two
stars were alike in other ways.
Vince: Eddie wasn’t really a song writer (this must be a mis-print, Eddie did write
songs, although most were co-written it’s true – Ed.) and I felt Billy was a person
unto himself, he was Billy Fury, it was just that you get a bunch of male singers together you are bound to get a resemblance between some of them. But I
used to think he was a lot more like Cochran in his attitude and his talent in
terms of musicianship. Cochran thought a lot of Billy, Cochran had a lot of
time for everyone, he was possibly the ultimate nice guy was Eddie, he had
time for anybody and everybody, he just didn’t care. I know with the likes of
Big Jim Sullivan and Licorice Locking the bass player with the Wildcats and
Brian Bennett the drummer they were totally infatuated as was Billy with Eddie, because Eddie used to I’m not saying hold clinics but he would hold
courts where they would all sit around him, because he was a multi-instrumentalist, a brilliant multi-instrumentalist playing the drums, and the guitar,
and the bass and keyboards, and bearing in mind Eddie was only twenty-one
or twenty-two he would pass on his experience and his knowledge of music to
the other guys. Once Upon a Dream is playing
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Matt: A lifelong friendship was born when Vince met Billy and the stars
toured together in the early days, and they shared a flat in the early ‘60s and
they certainly ensured they had plenty of fun.
Vince: Billy used to apparently enjoy making paper planes when he was a kid
and tossing them out of the bedroom window, sometimes putting a match to
them. When we were living in London we lived in what was the flat of Larry
Parne’s, which was a beautiful pent house in Gloucester Road and Billy in his
spare time used to buy airfix plane kits, I don’t know whether you can get
them these days, but you glue them together and it wasn’t until one day when
Billy broke one by accident and he decided to get his lighter and set fire to it
that I realised, I mean I used to make them when I was a kid, I didn’t realise
how volatile they were, he threw it and this thing was a mass of flames and it
went careering down and so that became a passion of his setting fire to the
planes that he’d built and firing them off the balcony sometimes landing on
top of buses. He had to be a little bit careful with that. Another one was tossing the discs, because Larry Parnes had a pretty good collection of 78rpm
records and these are pretty fragile because they are acetate type things some
of them and they broke very easily and we used to toss those off the balcony
like flying saucers and try and reach the roof tops on the other side of the road.
We were a little bit naughty boyish as Larry would call us.
Matt: Larry Parnes was a manager of a
stable of ‘60s artists including Marty
Wilde, Vince Eager and of course Billy
Fury. He decided Billy needed a backing band, the Blue Flames featuring a
young Georgie Fame backed Billy at the
beginning of the ‘60s, then a band featuring Clem Cattini on the drums took
over that responsibility, that band was
the Tornados. Clem shares his memories.
Clem: Billy was a good artist, he was a
good song writer as well. We got on
well, I must admit I always enjoyed
working with Billy, I think to be honest
Billy from Play it Cool
and I mean this I think he’d have been
as big, if not bigger than Cliff with the right people behind him.
Matt: And the good health as well.
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Clem: Of course yes, he’d always had a dodgy heart, I honestly think if he’d had
the same sort of management that Cliff had he’d have been as big.
I’ll Never Quite Get Over You is played
Matt: Billy may have been best known for his powerful ballads of the ‘60s but musicians like Clem Cattini believe he was at his best with the faster material.
Clem: Billy recorded some great stuff, a lot of his stuff Like I’ve Never Been Gone
and most of his hits, I don’t honestly think they let him record the stuff that he was
good at. If they’d let him record blues and stuff like that, he’d have been a lot better, because he did it well. We did an album with him, with the Tornados live, we
did it in Decca studios and on that there is a lot of rock ‘n’ roll and blues stuff.
Matt: Most stars have their own lasting memories of Billy Fury. Here’s Vince
Eager’s.
Vince: Above all he was a gentleman. He really was such a kind man and he was
very polite. You know like Elvis comes across with his southern politeness ‘Yes
Mam’, ‘No Mam’, ‘Yes Sir’, ‘No Sir’ and all this, Billy was very similar to that, it
wasn’t put on, it was the way he was brought up, he was very polite and he had a
strict up-bringing with his mum.
Matt: Clem Cattini who still tours with the Tornados to this day, ensures that his
name will never be forgotten.
Clem: We do actually do a tribute to Billy in our show. We do a live show, because
I feel he was one of the best rock ‘n’ rollers of his day. The audience reaction as
soon as you mention Billy you get a good round of applause, all the audiences
seem to think the same.
Matt: Thanks to musicians like Vince Eager, Clem Cattini – Billy Fury’s star continues to shine. I’ll Never Quite Get Over You continues to play
Interviews to be continued in next magazine.

‘The king of 60’s Cool‘
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Billy and Vince at their Gloucester Road flat around 1960. After seeing this photo
Vince recalled that he and Billy virtually lived on omelets and meals in the Italian
restaurant underneath because they could not cook much else. Although this looks
like it's an attempt at something else!
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Billy’s 25th Anniversary
A special This ’n’ That
with Chris Eley
In the weeks leading up to the anniversary BBC 4 ran some programmes entitled
Pop Britannia and the first programmes covered the 50’s and 60’s. There were
some (still continuing) clips of 60’s artists including a cracker of Tom Jones from
the Beat Room; let’s hope they can find the Heinz performances, and there was
another one of the Shadows doing Apache, although somewhat later than when it
hit. Fabulous stuff. I don’t recall Billy appearing on it with the Gamblers but he
was made for it and would have blown the venue apart with the best of them. The
first programme in Pop Britannia, Move It, lauded Cliff, which is fair enough, but
failed to establish the significance of Billy. The footage and comment by Lee Everett were what we have seen so many times before and the photos were alright but
not stunning. There was just one I had not seen. Billy was described by the inappropriate voice over (which sounded just like the M and S Food advert), as being
sensual on stage, but there was little hint of his importance and influence; you
would think that Cliff was a giant in comparison. Study the ‘Oh Boy’ clips, as the
researcher should have done, and you realize that Don’t knock Upon My Door was
real, whilst Turn Me Loose, by Cliff, whilst pretty good, really was manufactured.
There were brief comments by Marty but not once did it make it clear that after
Tommy and before Cliff, Marty was the major idol and also an immense talent
with one of the finest voices in rock’n’ roll on either side of the pond. The Parnes
boys were all lumped together, described as ‘manufactured’, which implies talentless, and which they certainly were not, and the overall political biase was frightening. The usual rubbish about ‘revolution’ and a very unpleasant comment from
Pete Townsend which implied it would have been better if his father’s generation
had lost the war. Adam Faith got quite a bit of coverage, being the intellectual I
guess, but the dearth of clips of the artists up to 1959, when some good ones exist,
was disappointing to say the least. There is somewhere, a great clip of Marty in
gold jacket and with guitar, doing A Teenager in Love, a full version of which I
would love to have and I am sure clips of Adam exist. I thought he was the weakest of the biggest Brits, apart from his time with the Roulettes, which I loved, but
that’s my prejudice showing.
Part 2, the 60’s, was even worse, I don’t think Billy even got a mention, despite
being so close to Cliff by 1962 that some pundits had him down as taking the
crown, and live on stage he certainly did. Such luminaries as Robin Gibb, Lulu,
Cilla Black and Gerry totally discounted Britpop before 1963, in a startling display
of arrogance, and ignorance too. The voice over, whilst a clip of Marty in a gold
jacket was shown, said, quite disparagingly, that in comparison to the U.S. all the
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U.K. could offer was Marty Wilde and Cliff Richard and that most teenagers
were not happy with Cliff Richard and the Shadows, or words approximating
that. What utter rot, we had other good artists too other than the Big 4, (Cliff, Billy, Adam and Marty) and again no mention of the major impact on the charts
and live of Billy in that year and the following ones.
Surely Gerry at least, a great talent it’s true, would have heard and been stirred
by the Sound of Fury album, in the way that Lennon apparently was. I find it
hard to believe that anyone coming out of Liverpool could not have been influenced by Billy’s success in kicking the door open for them. They only rated
American acts, and whilst it is perfectly understandable that they would prefer
the U.S. greats, it is not understandable as to how they could marginalize the best
of British in the way they did. Of course I admit to really liking the beat group
stuff, only a fool would deny how great much of it was (there was some pretty
average dross as well – weak covers of U.S. stuff particularly), but objectively
give me Cliff and the Shads and Marty, let alone Billy, any day of the
week.Thankfully Stuart Maconie with Joe Brown and other guests who appreciated Billy put the situation right with Pop on
Trial – The 50’s, as part of the same series. After some great clips of U.S. acts and discussions about the influence of Lonnie Donegan
and Elvis, also the Shadows and others, the
first British rock ’n’ roller to be mentioned I
think was Billy. Stuart introduced him as the
first British performer to make Brit rockabilly
cool and it was great to see Joe Brown hold
forth, talking about the session, although he
reckoned it was recorded more quickly than
in the two three hour sessions that Jack Good
recalls. It took about as long to record it as it
takes to play it, Joe said. Joe had trouble
throughout getting a word in edgeways with
one of the other guests from Liverpool who
On-stage circa ‘61
was ok in that he knew his stuff and loved
Elvis and Billy. His enthusiasm and love of the 50’s music, or at least the country
and rock ’n’ roll side of it was infectious. Cliff was appreciated as having been a
good rocker in the early days although the consensus, rather unfairly, was that it
would have been better if he had left us in 1964, or earlier. I don’t like much of
Cliff’s output post – I’m Nearly Famous which was a terrific album, but he does
produce quality and some enjoyable stuff still and it’s great that some of Billy’s
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contemporaries are still able to entertain us, how awful it would be if they were all
gone! With entrenched, although partially understandable, attitudes like this we
are back to where we were before, so many people inside and outside of the business really cannot see what we can see and feel, that early 60’s Britpop, and the
U.S. equivalent too, is as valid to us as that which came before or after, much as
we do love 50’s rock ’n’ roll and the Beatles etc. It’s our music and it’s time it got
the acclaim it deserves, but of course, with such prejudice, it’s unlikely. Just recently some reviewer in a pop magazine described a new Johnny Tillotson CD as being anodyne; if the opposite of that is today’s reality of foul language as a norm,
lack of respect all round, drugs and violence, give me the good country voice and
homely lyrics of the Tillotson songs any day of the week. On Thursday 24th prior
to the release of the CD on Monday 28th January there was a small tribute to Billy
on Radio 2. This was on the Stuart Maconie and Mark Radcliffe show, 8–10pm.
Not knowing much about the show
we expected it to be a whole show tribute but in the event it was a slot on the
above two hour programme. They
mentioned that there would be a tribute to Billy and that a new CD was
coming out, also that someone who
was there on the night of his discovery
would be calling in. Someone who
played golf in Spain and had a famous
daughter. They mentioned that the CD
was a career spanning album and had
lots of praise for the Sound of Fury album. That led them naturally into
playing That’s Love, which jumped several times, so perhaps it was one of the
promos sent out. Later they played the
great new single by Morrissey, which
showed they had done their homework after all, which led into a discusBilly Circa 1964/65
sion about the Morrissey 1984
interview when he cited Billy’s first album as being one of his most treasured possessions and then the Smiths single with Billy’s picture on, Last Night I Dreamed
Somebody Loved Me. I am very grateful they played that because I now have a liking for some Morrissey numbers. Stuart cited Billy as being Britain’s Elvis with
Play it Cool being more akin to Elvis movies than Cliff’s although later he said
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Billy was probably more like Britain’s Eddie Cochran. The title of the CD came in
for some criticism, in exactly the way I have criticized it in the magazine review
but they only had praise for Billy. Anyway, we did not think about the guest being Jimmy Tarbuck, if only because we have never heard him, or of him, speaking
about Billy, so it was a complete surprise that he was the mystery guest. On came
a very confident and assured Tarby and the surprise was that he recalled being
asked by Larry Parnes to introduce Ronnie Wycherley as Billy Fury, on that night
at the Essoldo. It’s not that I believe for one moment that Tarby was lying but I do
think it very strange that this has never come out before, and that previously all
the evidence pointed towards this naming business taking place later during the
tour. It may have been that this did happen but later in the tour and that Tarby’s
recall is wrong, but there again he may be perfectly sure of his facts. He reckoned
that he and Billy were just added on that night, as he had just finished a tour with
Cliff. Tarby was also clear about how many and which numbers Billy performed,
which also conflicts with previous reports. He recalls only two numbers. It seems
Billy was “Very good looking and they started screaming right away.”
“He performed Maybe Tomorrow and the place went wild then came back on and
did Don’t Knock Upon My Door. His hair was all back ala Elvis and he looked the
part”. Tarby did not know Ronnie nor of him it seems, until that night. “At this
time he was a terrific talent” he said, and although shy Billy held his own during
all of the banter on the tour bus. It was quite an affectionate tribute by Tarby who
also said that Billy was still quite popular today with radio requests etc. The tribute finished with one of the genre which what had been described by Morrissey
seemingly as being ‘Overblown ballads’, but which we love, Run to My Loving
Arms, the Lenny Welch number. All in all a nice little tribute for which we thank
Mark, Stuart and Tarby. I hate that phrase ‘overblown ballads’ they are beautiful
numbers, just great ‘pop’ songs, and with fine arrangements which often leave
their U.S. equivalents in the shade.
The plot thickens and we now either have the definitive account or the waters are
muddied more than ever – take your pick! Nice to hear Billy ‘things’ on Radio 2,
though he really should be played as a matter of course, along with Elvis and
others.
Did you know our music is now listed as ‘Specialist Music’ in HMV and even
worse, that not only Billy but Jerry Lee Lewis and Eddie Cochran can be found
under easy listening. What planet are these youngsters on? Sinatra, Dino, Matt
Monro, ok, but the others I mentioned, no way. As for what they call rhythm and
blues in the music business today, that’s a joke too.
Over on Geoff Barker’s excellent Saturday Night Rock ‘n’ Roll Party on Saturday
26th, Billy’s Anniversary was being celebrated in fine style by the DJ who, just
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like Keith Skues, really loves the music and magic of Billy Fury. Geoff is very supportive indeed of the Sound of Fury also and this is a mutual arrangement, so
please do make sure, if you can, that you tune in to his great shows, on radio or
on your computer, and do email in requests. It obviously helps if they are the
more beaty numbers but they don’t have to be. He often plays Billy anyway but
even when he doesn’t it’s a programme you can guarantee will be full of great
rock ’n’ roll style music, and thankfully, not too purist, more of a broad church
than some, and better for all that. The programme really should be national in my
view, if only because rock ’n’ roll is good for the national health! My friend Matt
Shepherd of Radio Cornwall did Billy proud both on the net and on air, by playing interviews and music throughout the anniversary week.
The Mill Hill gathering was the largest, or without doubt one of the three largest I
have ever seen and despite the lack of a service, went really well as you can see
elsewhere in the magazine. At the suggestion of one of our members I typed a
very polite letter to Mojo magazine requesting that they get Bob Stanley or someone to do a 25th Anniversary tribute to Billy. To date, there has not even been an
acknowledgement which tells you all you need to know about such folk – unless
of course it got lost in the post. There has however, been an article by Bob in the
Guardian in February – perhaps partly in response to an earlier article in the Sunday Express, where Lisa was interviewed. Billy was mentioned in Music Week
magazine, sadly no longer on the shelves, it
has to be ordered, and when he charted there
was a big splash on the Daily Mail website
about him outselling Amy Winehouse and others, but why was the big splash not in the Mail
itself? In the end Winehouse, who has done a
couple of numbers I enjoy, got to the spot we
had all hoped Billy would hit, enough said.
Billy’s chart positions are covered under the
CD review but what a kick to walk into HMV
and see him at number 9 in their chart and
then in the Mirror and the Star at number 15.
Also to see the DVD at number 6. To have
been privileged to be a minor part of the team
to get this stuff out there was a great kick, one
of the greatest ever. The Krys Band played
their annual tribute to Billy at The Festival Inn, Trowell on Saturday 19th January
and I know lots of bands and tribute artists also did their thing in promoting Billy,
some rock ’n’ roll clubs also made a point of doing a tribute. Of course the usual
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Blackpool Weekend featuring Colin Paul as always apparently went well. Linda
and I miss those weekends and our friends there very much and one day, health
permitting, if that lucky state of good health does eventually come about, we will
make it.
Spencer Leigh paid tribute to Billy in a good four and a half page article in
Record Collector for February 2008; you need to get a copy. Basically it analyses
why Billy never had a number one hit single, and instead of being blunt and unkind and saying it was because he never sold enough records at the right time, he
gives a blow by blow of the acts who kept Billy off the top slot. The song is the
thing, the hook line that the public remember, and I still reckon that if a Billy had
of been given Little Children (not a favourite song of mine, Billy J did much better
ones) that a different Billy would have got to the number one slot. I also wish he
did get a favourite of mine, I Think of You by the Merseybeats, which in his own
unique angst ridden way he would have made a classic of equal proportion to
their great version. There is a nice full page picture of Billy, colour pics of some
EP’s and 45’s plus a vinyl discography although I know some fans were upset
about the mild criticism of a certain section of Halfway to Paradise which I believe
Spencer would wish to have been re-recorded. That’s his opinion, and given that
he took the time to write a tribute where others in the industry and media have
just not bothered, to date at least as I write this, let’s be grateful it was done. Once
again, he, like so many, believes that there should have been more rock ’n’ roll
and self-penned numbers and less ballads. I agree that it would be nice to have
had that and perhaps Billy may have come into his own and led the scene when
the beat groups happened, but equally, the reality is, no ballads, no hits. Universal and Odeon DVD placed a colour full page advert which was great to see. You
should be able to get back numbers I would think. Another publication looked
very promising, Q magazine ‘50 Years of Great British Music’. With no-one on
the front before the Beatles I might have guessed where the emphasis would lie
and I was unfortunately right. Once again Terry Dene (actually pretty good despite some limp recordings), and in particular Marty does not exist, it all started
with Cliff runs the headline. It is partially made up for by the ten 45s that they
claim birthed British Rock’n’ Roll which does feature Lonnie, Tony Crombie,
Tommy Steele, Wee Willie Harris, Marty, Billy (Maybe Tomorrow),Vince Taylor,
Johnny Kidd , and Adam Faith (What Do You Want). Perhaps if they had cited
Adam’s Ah, Poor Little Baby, now that’s a rocking track. Vince Eager’s first EP
should have been in there somewhere too. I know that up tempo music does not
necessarily rock ’n’ roll make, after all some classic rock ’n’ roll numbers are actually ballads, such as the Conway Twitty classic that Billy covered in 1964, so I
guess this selection may not be far off the mark. Nice comment on Billy, “His
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approach was sheer emotion, singing like he had no tomorrow.” I am not sure
but perhaps it was Jon Savage who was responsible for that. Well of course Billy
didn’t have long and he knew it. There are no pictures of Billy. The 50’s and 60’s
section of the publication is all too brief, less than a third but it is good to see the
Cliff interview. He cites himself as being the Ultimate Pop Star, which may be
true, but is a million miles away from what Billy would say about himself were
he to be here and interviewed. Apache and Telstar are cited as classic 60’s tracks,
which is true, but once again it seems that Billy nor anyone else pre-Beatle existed. Typical and sad. We lived through the early 60’s, grew up to those ballads,
and great numbers like The Young Ones, Jezebel and Donna the Prima Donna; it
happened, and to us the 60’s is not just the Beatles and Byrds etc. Those of us
perhaps around 59–60 years of age, are actually a neglected generation in that
sense, caught between the demise of 50’s rock n roll and the advent of the Beatles.
How sad that the only way to get a hard copy of the chart in the shops, that I
could find anyway, is to buy a copy of the Star or Mirror. I was shocked to find
that the modern NME just did not bother and have had a job getting a hard copy
of the first weeks chart entry. How the internet has changed the world, and in
my view, apart from a very few exceptions, not for the better. The Woods, an independent and excellent music shop in Bognor has just closed its doors after 16
years. My favourite browsing place, gone and frankly I don’t wish to be stuck in
on a computer when I could be out browsing for real!
What’s this got to do with Billy, well I’ll tell you. Some CDs turn up as recently
happened with some foreign K-tel track issues that only seem to be seen by anyone on line. The markets are also closing in a lot of places, and that’s where the
K-tel and end of line Reader’s Digest sets flourished. It is in my view totally
wrong that anyone should be forced to go on line because that is the only source.
Of course it’s great that Harry’s website can provide information for fans all over
the world and hopefully remain forever as a record of Billy’s achievements, but I
for one miss chatting to friends who now only email, and I still believe in letters –
remember those?
No doubt there is much else that has happened in your part of the world to promote this important occasion and more is set to come. The big memorial service
in Liverpool, probably over and done with by the time this magazine hits the
streets, plus further CD releases, and who knows what else. The important thing
is that thanks to the TV advert Billy is back with a bang in the nation’s consciousness, and not before time. The regret of course to put it very mildly, is that he is
not here to see how much he is remembered and still revered. He should not be
surprised – but he would be.
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Billy Live in 1982 – Burton-on-Trent © Jerry Vincent
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Meeting at Mill Hill – 27th January 2008
by Peter Davies
‘AND HONEY CAME TOO’
The Sound of Fury fan club members, non-members, friends and genuine Billy
supporters met once again at his grave in Mill Hill East Cemetery to recognise
the passing of Billy 25 years previously to within one day. The Sound of Fury
team had all played their part in publicising and promoting this special meeting
albeit that it was a day tinged
with sadness.
People came from far and
wide to meet at the grave and
once again we enjoyed the
sunshine despite some really
heavy rain and strong winds
up to the day of the event.
The turnout of people was excellent and everyone played
their part.
It was soon time to move
down to the Church Hall
‘Colin’
where the sheer number of
people soon filled up the room and Ken Darvell had to bring in extra chairs to
accommodate everyone. Even so some people over spilled into the hallway but
were able to watch events through the open doors.
Members had done their usual excellent job in bringing food to the table and everyone appreciated the
fare on offer and the cups of tea from the kitchen.
Cecilia and Linda were run off their feet on the stall.
Jackie and Maureen with other help did the selling
of the raffle tickets and everyone played their part in
support. The raffle was well supported with several
new members winning and Megan Kerr aged 8
choosing a Billy framed photograph rather than choc‘Desperate Dan’
olates or a doll – taste indeed!
Chris Eley, opened his remarks by thanking everyone for coming on this
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‘special’ day and mentioned that the advert for the “His Wondrous Story” CD
was starting that evening and running for the week. Ken ran the advert throughout the afternoon on his laptop. Chris mentioned several recently released books
that mention Billy and also made reference to the forthcoming Service in April
at Liverpool Anglican Cathedral.
It was now time for the auction which
was in support of the ILPH, a charity for
horses which would be close to Billy’s
heart. An amount of £218.00 was raised
in total and our thanks go to all who
supported including Dorothy Chappell,
George and Barbara Carlyon, Wendy
Wright, Linda Shawley who were successful bidders and also thanks to
Valerie Beales for her donation, and to
Rita Smalley who gave up her prized
Kevin Summerfield
Billy shirt. Chris continued this section
by reminding non-members that membership was open to anyone who cared to
join and he then went on to ask again for any fans to let us have memories or contributions for inclusion in future magazines.
He finished his contribution by introducing a big friend of The Sound of Fury,
Colin Paul, who had made a special trip to be part of the proceedings today despite being on stage until 3 a.m. on the Sunday morning!
Colin opened his section by saying that “25
years later we are all here for Billy” and he
led into I’ll Never Find Another You with
We’ll substituted for I’ll as an amended lyric
to suit the occasion. He continued with I
Will, Wondrous Place, A Million Miles from Nowhere and then the haunting I’m Lost Without
You which made the hairs on the neck stand
up.
At this stage he made an appeal to fans to
join the two fan clubs and help to keep alive
Billy’s music and memory. He then continued with Fools Errand, Like I’ve Never Been
Gone and the anthemic Halfway to Paradise.
Roger Sea
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Colin then provided backing tapes for Roger Sea to sing A Thousand Stars, Somebody
Else’s Girl sung by Kevin Summerfield and Once Upon a Dream performed by Daniel Heaney, all of them Billy Fury fans of the highest order. Forget Him, Lady, Let Me
Go Lover, Love or Money and Cross My Heart were
Colin’s next songs and he then finished with
what he said was the ultimate Billy song In
Thoughts of You and sat down to tremendous applause.
Chris Eley thanked Colin for his music and then
asked everyone to stand as we sang All Things
Bright and Beautiful which Billy’s mum Jean had
often said was Billy’s favourite hymn as a child.
The room stood as one and sang unaccompanied
in what was a moving moment.
PS: The headline “And Honey Came
Too”…………..
One fan brought her dog Honey along to experience the afternoon – the dog sat there with her
Megan Kerr
own bowl of water
despite the crowded space and thoroughly enjoyed herself.
She was excellently behaved. How Billy, the animal lover,
would have loved that!
Great to see our old friends Phil, Wendy and Hayley Wright
down at Mill Hill – (Ed.)
Next Meeting at Mill Hill:
12th October 2008

Please ensure all
Renewals/
correspondence
are sent to:PO Box 1117
Hutton
Preston
Lancs
PR2 0DT
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Marty Wilde – Born to Rock ’n’ Roll –
The 50th Anniversary Concert
Universal DVD 1753360
Hot on the heels of the successful chart CD which went at least silver comes the
new accompanying DVD, and what a treat it is. Marty had a voice, still has,
which is one of the best in the world of this musical genre and also his best recordings stack up against the best of any other U.K. and many U.S. performers.
Tomorrow’s Clown is the best Billy Fury record that Billy never made, Danny is superb and better than the Elvis original, Jezebel is in the running with ‘Clown’ as being in the Top 10 best Britpop records of all time and Lonely Avenue shows that
not only Billy could handle Ray Charles in a great way.
On Disc 1 of this concert recorded at the London Palladium on Sunday 27th May
2007 we have a selection of great performances such as Endless Sleep, and the sincerely done three song Billy tribute with its country styled Like I’ve Never Been
Gone, but it’s the really rocking Apron Strings and beautiful duet with the lovely
Roxanne Wilde on the Everly’s So Sad (To Watch Good Love Go Bad) which are the
highlights here. The appearance of the dry and humorous Jet Harris is a treat as
we get three great numbers, two of his hits and the catchy Theme For Something
Really Important (did you think that title up whilst travelling home on the Isle of
Wight ferry Jet?), love the number though.
This side closes with a duet with Kim on
Kids From America. Great to see the affection between the two of them, and Marty
must be very proud indeed of both lovely
talented daughters. What I would never
have guessed is how shy and lacking in
self confidence the big man is, as he readily admits, somewhere on this collection,
but sometimes he does come across as a
bit hesitant, and that is a surprise, albeit a
nice one. He has always been polite to me,
signed the autographs, chatted briefly, but
looking back on the couple of after gig
meetings I do recall quite a reserve being
present. Now I know why.
After the interval is where the whole thing
really gets going with Jezebel followed by
Danny and a rare treat of the original
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Wildcats (well Licorice Locking, Brian Bennet and Big (Gentleman) Jim Sullivan) backing Marty on Bad Boy, quite an emotional moment for them all and
great to see. At long last Marty has taken to performing his own self penned
classic number, Tomorrow’s Clown, and what a treat it is, worth the £17 price tag
for this track alone – priceless. If you have ever heard the U.S. cover by Bill Giant, forget it. Jesamine brings back memories of sixties’ love, a beautiful track
and a showcase for Marty’s writing talent even if he is lazy about it as he admits and the slender Roxanne does her Brenda Lee bit really well with one of
that great artists finest songs, Here Comes That Feeling Again. The duet on Something Stupid works well but I have always found the lyrics strange for a father
and daughter. Marty’s old friend Justin Hayward duets on Nights in White Satin
and Only 16 and I Remember You should really have been any two of a half a
dozen of Marty’s own recordings. Will he ever do My Baby’s Gone on stage – he
really should, it would go down a storm.
Summer Holiday brought Bruce Welch on stage, a nice and highly accomplished
performer and song writer, and then a real surprise, something which may not
have come off. Hank Marvin managed to make it and off they went (with Bruce
and Brian) on a great apparently unrehearsed version of Move It, quite brilliant
and really well handled by Marty. Quite incredibly his voice has only lowered
by one octave, or is it two, since the early years, quite an unusual event. He really should keep this number in his show and he should do Wondrous Place too,
because he has recorded such a good version. The duet with Kim on an Elton
John number works well, then of course the perennial tribute to those lost to us,
Are You Lonesome Tonight (who will be the keeper of the flame when, Marty is
no longer performing, such a sad thought), and finally they all rock out on Roll
Over Beethoven. This is great entertainment from a truly great artist, a highly
accomplished, superb backing band, and significant contributions from others.
Make sure you pick up a copy. The second disc has an in depth open ended interview where Marty talks about the business and anecdotes of being on the
road, his likes etc, plus contributions from many others featured on the DVD.
The photo gallery is from the show and unfortunately not of original photos. It
says memorabilia but the only thing I could see that constituted that was the
stuff behind Marty in his music room/study? An excellent package all in all;
would that someone had done this with Billy before we lost him. I did see this
tour but I really wish that I had been there on that last night – a lifelong memory of a one-off very special occasion. Marty should have been the one to be honoured in the Music Awards this year – no disrespect to Sir Paul McCartney.
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Chris’s CD and Book Review Corner
Small Town Saturday Night – (Pop Music Memories of Halifax in the 60’s) –
Vol 1 by Trevor Simpson. ISBN 978-0-9548690-2-7
This book came my way only because of Steve Etherington from Lone Rider
records who discovered that several unpublished photos of Billy were in the book.
Thanks Steve, because with only a thousand pressings, more than half already
gone, I might have missed out on a gem of a publication. I contacted the author
who it turns out is a massive music fan of our music and who, it goes without
saying, has a genuine admiration for Billy. It helps that Trevor also happens to be a
lovely genuine guy who will be donating the proceeds from the sale of this book to
the Calderdale Hospital Radio Charity to help ensure continuation of this local
community service.
Although it would seem that a book
about a localized music scene would not
have broad appeal I soon realized that
the way in which it had been tackled
meant that the memorabilia and the text
also took in the general aspects of the
careers of the artists concerned, so in
short, there is something really worthwhile for fans all over the country here.
Quite rarely for this type of book it is in
colour throughout which makes it highly
attractive, with colour shots of Billy and
Fury’s Tornados, the latter looking like
they were members of Prince Rupert’s
Cavalry! There are two nice unpublished
b/w shots of Billy, one with Eden Kane
and another with what looks like Hal
Carter from the side. Posters are reproduced including an advert for The Teenage Idol of ’61, and local performances,
newspaper cuttings revealing the fans frenzy and very interestingly accounts of
his shows in the late 60’s. Six pages feature Billy so even if you only have a passing
interest in other artists this book is still a must for you. I always wondered exactly
when Billy was backed by The Storm and it seems it was in the same year that he
was backed by Dr Marigold’s Prescription, 1969 – great stuff. Regrettably Trevor
has shown no shots of Billy with the latter two bands (Alan French of the latter
band is desperate for a shot of his band with Billy) but who knows what Trevor
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might dig up for Vol 2. It seems some more unreleased Billy material has already
turned up for the next volume. In addition there is a lot on Cliff (a whole page of
unreleased shots with the Shadows backstage, really great to see), Adam Faith (nice
to see the Radio Times with him on the front) and especially Marty who has a nice
write up over nearly three pages. Countless other late 50’s stars from Skiffle,
through rock’n’roll to pop are also featured here, with colour posters and short biogs over the 192 pages. Trevor has promised to credit me in any repress for my shot
used on page 71, it’s not easy to locate every copyright, as we all know. There is a
nice shot of Adam Faith with John Barry and Gene and Eddie and a section on
Gene’s local performances (Eddie never got to appear here). Quite simply – a wonderful book for lovers of our kind of music.
Purchase via Fred Wade Ltd, The Book Shop, 14–16 Rawson Street, Halifax, West
Yorks, HX1 1NJ . Tel. 01422-354400
Cost £15 plus P+P
The Complete Vince Eager – double 62 Track career retrospective CD – Pink and
Black Records PBCD 012
As with Vince’s book, reviewed above, this release is highly recommended for lovers of 59’s/60’s and Elvis music. Apart from a few tracks on a Drumbeat LP and a
battered 45 of El Paso I had nothing of Vince’s because by me not getting into pop
music really until 1961 he had not appeared on my radar. This changed with meeting him and picking up reissues of some of his numbers at gigs such as the Newark
Fury Fest and it really is good that Del
Richardson of Radio Caroline fame and
Pink ‘n’ Black have put together what is
surely, as the title implies all of Vince’s
work. He was one of the very first UK rockers, although his heart was in the big emotional ballads, and CD 1 and part of CD 2
reflect the early years. His cover of the Carl
Perkins number, Lend Me Your Comb and a
good stab at Gene Vincent’s Five Days, Five
Days stand out but it’s the Southern Louisiana feel on This Should Go On Forever which
lets you know he means business and I was
blown away by his take on the Pitney classic, I Wanna Love My Life Away. This is a great song with a fine performance here by
Vince. A real hidden gem. Taking on a Conway Twitty number is a very brave thing
to do and Vince manages to pull off good performances of Lonely Blue Boy, Heavenly,
and of course It’s Only Make Believe, which Larry Parnes would not have released
because he was ‘saving it for Billy’ according to Vince. A live and frantic cut of
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Vince Taylor’s Brand New Cadillac prove Vince’s rocking credentials, as does It’s Late,
also live, on CD 2, and several other live rocking cuts. The time spent on the Elvis
Show is well documented with a dozen Elvis classics given the Vince treatment during the 70’s, and worthy of note is a cracking performance of I Want You, I Need You,
I Love You and a good Suspicious Minds. I enjoyed later cuts of various numbers
from Dream Lover, through The Most Beautiful Girl, rock versions of Say Mama and
Please Don’t Touch, a very pleasant take on Sundown (country/country rock/country
soul is an area Vince should consider pursuing for a contemporary album), a nod to
his old mate on Summertime Blues, to Marty on Jezebel and finally, sounding like Ral
Donner on the self penned The Days of Rock n Roll, which closes the set.
Available from Bim Bam Records 023 – 80600329, www.bim-bam.com or from Vince
– see email address in the book review.
The Billy Fury Rarities Vol 9 – Ozit Morpheous Records Ozit CD 89
This 25th Anniversary release is very well presented with a b/w shot from the old
publication Top Pop Stars 1960/61 (cannot offhand remember which) but given the
silver treatment it looks eye catching. The booklet features colour photos from the
Polydor albums and singles and there are some
brief liner notes. Billy actually had 29 hit singles,
not 28 and they were between 1959 and 1983,
not 1958–84 but as I made a mistake in my recent notes I won’t harp on about it!
The CD is worth buying just for the first two
tracks, which I have never heard before. The
acoustic demo versions of Why Are You Leaving
and Paradise Alley, both of which were developed into becoming the B side and A side respectively of Billy’s last Parlophone releases,
are a pure delight and well worth the cost of
the CD alone. They are clean and clear and
frankly, beautiful. The third track, Nobody’s
Child is listed as acoustic but there are other instruments in there and the vocal is definitely
‘The finest quiff in the business’
1963 Billy; it just sounds like a muted version of
the original but being no musician I can’t tell; it might well be a totally different take
but it’s not the stereo one which surfaced a few years ago. Not my favourite number
by Bill it is nevertheless, a lovely track. Not much else is really rare, most has been
out somewhere and the sound quality on many is not up to the quality circulating
over the years on tape, which is a shame. Sheila is the Parlophone ‘drumbeat’ version, really strange, You Better Find Out is actually Find out What’s Happening from
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the BBC sessions, as is Lovey Dovey. Communication, again Parlophone is a lovely
track but this version is hissy, Away From You is again the live BBC version and Poor
Man’s Song (Parlophone) is really Poor Man’s Son. Forget Him is the standard Polydor track but with just the orchestra in the middle break, Honey What’s Wrong is actually Baby, What’s Wrong, the old Yardbirds number and this one is again from the
BBC sessions. All My Time (Parlophone) is a beautiful song but again hissy, and I Go
is the BBC sessions version. My Babe is a rarity and is a live stereo recording of one
of a number of tracks which exist, performed possibly by Billy and Fury’s Tornados
in the early to mid-70’s. From a quick listen the next 7 tracks, Bye Bye, St Louis
(should be Dreaming Of St Louis), Lady, Baby, Get Yourself Together, I’ll Go Along With
It, Going Back To Germany and Come Outside And Play sound like regular released
versions of Parlophone tracks but I could be wrong. The final bonus track is a live
part version of Johnny B Goode, recorded I would say, sometime in the early 70’s,
could be late 60’s. It is badly distorted (there is a warning on the back of the CD)
and is included for historical purposes.
Available from Ozit direct (Tel 01565 734 066 or email ozitrecords@which.net) and if
ordered in response to Record Collector full page advert this CD comes with 8 colour postcards of Billy. Postcards (I don’t know if they are the same but presume so)
are also available with the new DVD package, 25th Anniversary DVD and CD as
advertised in our last magazine and now sitting at number 6 in the DVD Charts (as
of February 20th).
Vince Eager’s Rock n Roll Files – VIPpro Books ISBN 978095567440-2
I first met Vince at one of Harry Whitehouse’s Fury Fests I think, but what I do remember is what a nice open friendly guy he was, and how much I enjoyed his performance on stage with Rockola, No Other Baby and Lend me Your Comb impressing
me the most at the time. He is a genuinely nice guy and the comments in the forward by his old friend Jack Good are very
revealing – “I revered Elvis. I trust Vince” he
says. Add to that the fact that the wonderfully accomplished Big Jim Sullivan who Linda
and I know quite well through former performer and friend Brian Lee and performances in our local pubs, is a good friend of
Vince’s just about seals it up for me. Knowing that this must be an objective review and
I am pleased to say that I can still say that
this book is a delight. The approach is fresh
and unique and the content both funny and
candid. Having a friend who happens to be
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an excellent and acclaimed cartoonist to bring additional humour to the existing
brand coming from Vince has been a bonus. Vince started early being in at the
groundswell of skiffle and rock ’n’ roll and this is his personal take on a lifetime
spent performing in venues of all kinds, even on cruise ships. Even without reference to Billy this would be a very worthwhile and highly entertaining read, being
designed as the kind of book you can dip into at your leisure, but with the inclusion of much detail on Vince’s time spent with Billy of course, some 18 pages, plus
other mentions, this makes it a must for Billy’s fans. Lonnie Donegan was, and still
is, Vince’s hero and the story effectively begins in 1957 with an appearance on BBC
TV as the skiffle group, The Vagabonds. Perhaps Billy saw this! From there it was
into rock ’n’ roll supporting the Marty Wilde Show and into the Parnes Stable.
There are anecdotes running from the discovery of Billy at the Essoldo, to the subsequent friendship when the pair ran amok in London and went bowling at Southend. They played jokes on Larry Parnes, dated young lovelies and were even
entertained by Christine Keeler while she was still just a show girl. There are
around eight or nine shots of Billy I have never seen before, all snaps but nice to see.
There is a fair bit about the underrated Danny Rivers (also a smashing guy as most
of you will know) and others from that time. The book covers an amusing incident
with Jerry Lee Lewis, the ill fated 1960 tour when Vince became one of Eddie
Cochran’s best buddies, and so much more including the long period where Vince
played Elvis in the West End Show. There is also a deliciously salacious anecdote
about Vince’s literal ‘hands-on contact’ with Jayne Mansfield, during a visit to the
U.K. later in her career. The criminal destruction in the 1970’s of pop archives including Drumbeat (on which Billy made just one appearance), laughs with Freddie
Starr and Joe Brown and so much more are contained here. A lovely light read to
make you laugh and inform at the same time (could have done with more dates
but that’s always difficult memory being what it is). This book is a must for Billy
fans, anyone who has an interest in the music of our generation, and indeed anyone with a spark of humour in their veins. Order via info@vinceeager.co.uk or from
VIPpro, 4 Cherry Tree Close, Radcliffe on Trent, Notts NG12 2GE. Cost £11.99 plus
£2.00 p+p
Billy Fury: His Wondrous Story – The Complete Collection (Universal
CD5305875)
Jealousy/Halfway To Paradise/Like I've Never Been Gone/When Will You Say I Love
You/Last Night Was Made For Love/I'd Never Find Another You/In Summer/Once Upon
A Dream/Collette/In Thoughts Of You/It's Only Make Believe/Do You Really Love Me
Too/A Thousand Stars/I Will/I'm Lost Without You/Maybe Tomorrow/Because Of
Love/Somebody Else's Girl/That's Love/Wondrous Place/Run To My Lovin' Arms/Give
Me Your Word/Margo, Don't Go/Letter Full Of Tears/I'll Never Quite Get Over
You/Don't Worry/Love Or Money/Devil Or Angel/Forget Him
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A thing of beauty is a joy forever and
this CD is a true beauty and a superb
tribute to Britain's greatest rock 'n' roll
star. For the first time Billy's entire
chart collection is gathered together
and arranged in order from the record
that achieved the highest chart position
to the one that peaked at the lowest.
This means that we get every chart single from the atmospheric debut disc
Maybe Tomorrow, which entered the Hit
Parade in February 1959 to the poignant Forget Him, the final entry from
June 1983. This is a total of 29 chart
records: a tally which few solo artists of
Promo sleeve
the time other than Elvis or Cliff Richard could lay claim to. Furthermore, every
one of Billy's singles is of the highest quality and cover a stunning range of styles.
Just listen to the emotional Jealousy, the haunting Wondrous Place or the wistful
Once Upon A Dream to name but three songs and judge for yourselves. And if all
this isn't enough, the package includes a sumptuous 12 page booklet, illustrated
with coloured photographs and superb sleeve notes from the pen of the number
one Fury authority, Chris Eley. Have I managed to convince you of the quality of
this release? If so, I urge you to go out and buy a copy and put it high in the bestseller lists where it belongs.
Eddie Muir —Former Editor of New Rockpile magazine
Billy Fury – The Complete Collection. Addendum CD review
by Chris Eley
Whilst I appreciate the nice comments from Eddie Muir and am very pleased
about the success of this album I do need to add the following critique of the package. First off I could not have worked with a nicer person than the lovely lady I
did help with the package. Also our gratitude to Universal (for years I have tried
getting Decca to do a TV advert) is immense and it has been a remarkable ride and
achievement for Billy’s music, getting to number ten nationally. The courtesy
shown to me reminds me of the days when I helped two lovely ladies at K-Tel
with an album of Billy’s, it’s not always been so, believe me. The rush however
meant that despite asking for the original single release mono versions of Maybe
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Tomorrow and That’s Love we ended up with the stereo ones and one of those was
labeled mono on the rear sleeve. Not
guilty, but now that it has been raised
by me I am assured it will be corrected
for the repress, but obviously the stereo versions will now remain. Eagle
eyed fans and especially purists will
have noticed this and not been too happy. All I can say is, it’s never as easy as
it looks and despite planning at the
end everything is always one mad rush
all round – don’t even ask me why, it’s
so frustrating but happens every time.
Secondly, the running order has come
in for its share of criticism and that is
down to Universal and me. They did
6 track promo
not like/want the tracks to be in release
order but to replicate the previous Marty Wilde package, which was so highly successful. When asked to revamp the running order from the one I submitted, in order,
I simply thought, why not just follow the chart placing positions. Universal liked
that and on reflection, so do I. Perhaps I might have started a trend! The correct running order comes out on the forthcoming A and B side collection so having this collection mixed up just makes for a change. The front cover is actually quite clever,
tying in with the Odeon DVD release and although the image is in fact reversed
(which I hate to see), because of the arty way it was done and also because the top
part of it was cut off, it works ok. Actually on the promo copies, the real promos on
CDR not the stickered first run promos, the shot was correctly facing to the left. By
the time the CD was issued it was facing to the right! True, I prefer straight photos
in the way of the 50’s and 60’s to arty stuff but it’s not down to me. I don’t like the
boy next door shot on the rear cover, never did like the 1964/65 shots because the
‘Fury look’ had gone – as Parnes attempted to turn our rocker into the boy next door.
Thankfully some of the music remained ballsy. I felt the title of The Complete Collection was misleading, still do and suggested it be called The Complete Hit Singles
Collection or just The Hit Singles Collection, but once again, I have no control over
these things. The advert has still not surfaced down this way during any evening
and that has been a source of major disappointment to me whilst my extended family in Bolton (who have no love of our music at all) have been seeing it on many an
evening occasion it seems. Who said life was fair! Nice advert though. In the notes I
somehow called Sounds of the Sixties, Saturday Club, and did not pick up on it
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until after Christmas, which was too late. It was an understandable slip for anyone over fifty something to make (especially as we still refer to SOTS as Saturday Club in our house because it’s Brian Mathew,) but I didn’t half groan when
I saw it! I do beat myself up over every little error. I am also reliably informed
by Spencer Leigh that Gerry
and The Pacemakers also had
their own monthly magazine,
which I had omitted to mention in the notes. I never have
seen one but it would be nice
to do so at some stage to compare formats with Billy’s. In
summary, we at the SOF are
pleased as punch to be associated with such a successful
and, despite the minor gremlins, good package and as I
said are very grateful indeed
to the lovely folk at Universal
TV Products for getting the
29 track promo
album out and making a great
success of it. I’ve just noticed that Universal have used the original titles for
Margo and Colette. Billy is back where he belongs – in the charts.
There is a nice positive review of the hit CD in the Record Collector magazine
and with a colour picture of the CD cover. Terry Staunton hits the spot with his
very descriptive terms of Billy and the music. He does however comment
wrongly on the lack of Sound of Fury tracks (That’s Love is on here of course),
and he also fails to recognize that Forget Him has a 1970’s vocal. He should
have read the notes, but it is good to see such an affectionate tribute to this special man and his music.
In the March 8th issue of The Irish World there was a review in the country music column of all places of the Wondrous Collection CD. Well, That’s Love is
pretty much country I guess. It’s a positive but over the top review which says
that Billy was THE British rock ’n ’roll star of the 60’s (should have said late
50’s to early 60’s) which is the same as saying he was the best, which is pretty
much the truth, whether you are being objective or subjective. However to imply that those early 60’s numbers, 60’s ‘pop’ ballads mostly, were rock’ n’ roll
and that Billy had complete dominance is not correct. Has the reviewer never
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heard of Cliff or Adam Faith for starters! Also ‘We Want Billy’ was not a first,
what about the album ‘Cliff’ in 1959, and apart from on stage Billy was not
Britain’s No. 1 except in the hearts of his fans. It was good to see them mention Unchain My Heart and Turn Your Lamp Down Low, although in my view
the latter is Blue beat, and not Reggae!
Still, a nice shot of Billy (Harry Whitehouse’s favourite with the hands clutching the collar just under the neck) and another in colour of the CD cover. All
very welcome publicity and helping no doubt to sell Billy over there in the Emerald Isle where we hope he has charted as well.
The Wondrous Story CD was reviewed in April Uncut magazine by Mick
Houghton. “A flawed take on a flawed career” Aside from my self-criticism
of the CD elsewhere I fail to see how the CD is flawed – it’s a collection of
greatest hits – end of. All in all though a review very sympathetic to Billy, and
ultimately even the CD.
By 21st February Universal had shipped 121 thousand units (CDs) with sales
of over 50K sold over the counter. Well done to every fan who bought a copy –
or more! I will not comment on those who did not help to get Billy back into
the charts!
Billy Fury – U.K. Album Chart Placing’s
2 Feb–29 Mar 2008 (Source – Music Week)
Week 1 – No. 15
Week 2 – No. 10
Week 3 – No. 15
Week 4 – No. 15
Week 5 – No. 10
Week 6 – No. 10
Week 7 – No. 26
Week 8 – No. 42
Billy in HMV Chart

Then dropped out of Top 75.
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Billy Fury – His Wondrous Story.
The 25th Anniversary Release
The DVD first released last year made number two in the Music DVD charts.
Odeon then re-packaged it to coincide with the anniversary. This week as I
write it is at its highest position this time round at number six. It’s great that
Odeon have done this and, together with Universal, raised Billy’s profile by enabling him to chart for the first time since 1983. We are very grateful to them
for doing this for Billy’s legacy. The package and indeed the packaging is very
attractive, enhanced by the inclusion of eight b/w Decca copyright photos in
postcard form and a sixteen track CD of mixed style numbers from the Decca
catalogue. When asked I suggested that rare tracks, including audio versions of
the DVD performance clips be used
for the CD but in the
event they used Decca ones. In hindsight
this was probably
the better idea. Apparently last year
Odeon had received
calls from what can
surely only have
been highly dormant
fans, asking where
they could get the
tracks featured in
the DVD, hence the
idea of using Decca
tracks this time
round. Quite why
these fans were unaware of the existence
of a whole range of
Billy CD’s available
anywhere by simply
asking shop staff, is
25th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL EDITION
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beyond me I am afraid.
When the package hit my desk I was highly excited because it looked great
and the SOF had contributed significantly to the project from the beginning,
but soon became disappointed as I realized just how much had been cut from
my notes and also altered, in a style very different to my own. Without my
name on it (why leave that off I wonder?) most fans would still realize that I
had written ninety per-cent of it (it still says Sound of Fury which could be
confused with SOF Records). However, the deletion of all acknowledgements
(other than small photo credits on the DVD case) and of the special dedication
to the late Neil Hiley, plus all other contact details other than Billy Fury
Ltd/Ozit, does greatly concern me, and I have told Odeon so. I know there
was a mad rush to get it to the printers and perhaps this is the reason why this
has happened, just a lack of space; I do hope so. Also many people from DJs
who promote Billy to other key people who helped with/enabled the Bronze
Project to succeed have also been left off. I have contacted Odeon and requested corrections for my errors in the notes, e.g. Saturday Club instead of Sounds
of the 60’s, but at the time of calling there was no intention to repress this anniversary collection. All in all though it is still a nice package, especially when
coupled in your collection with the excellent Omnibus documentary from
1998, when you can enjoy the best bits from both, Marty and Joe and others
not included here. How great it would have been if this double act (Odeon
and Decca) had of been done when we wanted it to happen in 1998,with the
BBC Omnibus and the Decca 40th Anniversary Anthology, but at last we do
have an audio and visual package charting together, and rather appropriately
in this very special year.
Regrettably, for no reason other than forgetfulness I did leave mention of the
Omnibus documentary off the notes for the first time since 1998 I think, and I
apologise to Paul Pierrot for that. Its time that Paul extended his programme
with extra footage and placed it all on DVD. Unlikely I suppose but we can
hope.
If you do not yet have a copy of this desirable Odeon package I recommend
that you do, but hunt around because HMV are currently charging £20!
There is a half page review with great colour photo in the April 2008 issue of
The Word. Jim Irvin has little idea, calls Billy’s voice unmemorable! There is
also some unpleasant innuendo and Billy’s work is dismissed in cavalier fashion. Avoid it unless you want the photo! A briefer, but more sympathetic review of Billy but not the DVD itself is in the April issue of Uncut.
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Letters Page
1st February 2008
Dear Chris
I worked in the head office of a Manchester city centre insurance company
from 1959 (I stayed there 38 years! and by the way Morrissey was also employed there for a short period). I got into Billy from ‘Oh Boy’ days but my
interest rose when my boss’s wife invited me to attend a live recording of
‘Wham’ at the ABC studios in Didsbury, where she was employed. From then
on I went to every concert appearance of Billy in Manchester – from the biggies like the Eddie Cochran tour to the cabaret appearances in the late ‘60s and
early ‘70s, along the way collecting records.
One show sticks in my mind at the Pavilion Gardens in Buxton around 1960. It
was known as a ballroom appearance, again I think it was the Blue Flames
backing Billy. The place was very busy and loads of young ladies which suited us fine. There was a small stage in one corner of the ballroom where Billy
was to perform. The atmosphere was expectant and growing by the minute.
When Billy finally appeared the place went absolutely mad. It soon became
quite frightening as the crowd surged towards Billy and with little or no security in place, a very scared looking Billy had the presence of mind to leap on
top of the Grand piano and he performed a restricted but very exciting act
from there. That rock ‘n’ roll moment has stuck with me for years and there is
a postscript to the story. On the way back to the train (for Stockport) we
passed the forecourt of a garage and sat in an open top sports car with Hal
Carter was Billy Fury, both eating a bag of chips. That was the only time in my
life that I met Billy Fury. I commented on how I had enjoyed the show, and
how scary it must have been for him. He shrugged modestly, said a few
words to me, and then offered me a chip. What a night!!!
It is good to talk of those days and how even today the name Billy Fury still
excites me.
Kind regards
Tony Philbin
Thanks Tony —Ed
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
May
7 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
8 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
9 Colin Paul – Solo Billy Fury Show
9 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
24 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
June
6 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
7 Rob Dee – Solo Tribute to Billy Fury part of
Whitby 60’s Music Festival Weekend
14 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
15 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
19 Johnny Red as Billy Fury & Shakin’ Stevens
The Rebel as Elvis Presley Tickets £5
19 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story

Warner Holidays, Hayling
Island 02392 466421
Pavilion Theatre, Worthing
01903 206206
Durrant House Hotel, Bideford 01934 733958
Tamworth Assembly Rooms
01827 709618
Shrewsbury Music Hall
01743 281281
St Albans Arena
01727 844488
The Pavilion, Whitby
01947 604855
St Georges Concert Hall,
Bradford 01274 432000
Prince of Wales Center, Cannock 01543 578762
Ex-Servicemen’s Club,
Wellingborough, Northants
07887851427
Southport Theatre
0870 607 7560
United Trades Club,
Northampton 07887851427
Earls Barton Working Men’s
Club 07887851427
Raunds Conservative Club
07887851427

20 Johnny Red as Billy Fury & Shakin’ Stevens
The Rebel as Elvis Presley Tickets £5
26/27 Johnny Red etc as above Charity Nights
in aid of I.L.P.H. Tickets £5
28 Johnny Red as Billy Fury & Shakin’ Stevens
The Rebel as Elvis Presley
July
19 Johnny Red – The Fury Years plus 60’s Disco Wing Sports & Social Club,
‘Telstar’. Tickets £4 adults £2 Children
Bucks, 07887851427
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26 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Festival Theatre, Malvern
01684 892277
27 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Broadlands – Open air concert
details TBA
August
1 Johnny Red as Billy Fury & Shakin’ Stevens Irthlingborough Band Club
The Rebel as Elvis Presley
07887851427
8 Johnny Red as Billy Fury & Shakin’ Stevens Far Cotton W.M.C.
The Rebel as Elvis Presley
Northampton 07887851427
29 Johnny Red – The Fury Years plus 60’s Disco United Trades Club,
‘Telstar’. Tickets £4 adults £2 Children
Northampton 07887851427

Diana Roberts – A Tribute
It was only when Linda and I got back from Easter Break that we heard the sad
news that Diana has passed away on 16th March, following her battle with
terminal illness. We only knew her from our meetings at Mill Hill over the years,
the exchange of cards at Christmas and the occasional telephone conversation, but
it was enough to know just how great a lady she was, and we always enjoyed
being in her company and hearing from her. Already suffering from a long-term
debilitating condition which required the use of a walking stick she was
incredibly brave and upbeat and last year when she called she was convinced that
this new illness had been beaten. She was always very positive and her dedication
to Billy, her very real affection for him and the warmth she displayed towards
other people at Mill Hill will remain with us for a very long time. We, and I am
sure, many others from the Billy fraternity, especially the regulars at Mill Hill, will
miss this very special lady very much indeed. Goodbye Diana, it was lovely to
know you, and a real privilege.
Love
Chris , Linda and all at Mill Hill.
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